Evolution Test Review

Modified True/False
Indicate whether the statement is true or false. If false, change the identified word or phrase to make the statement true.

____	1.	In natural selection, humans, rather than the environment, select the variations of traits to be passed to offspring. ______________________________

____	2.	According to the concept of natural variation, living and extinct species evolved from the same ancestors. ______________________________

____	3.	Darwin observed that birds in the Galápagos were closely related to species found in South America, but were not exactly the same. These observations of the patterns in the distribution of living things would be considered today to be in the field of embryology.

____	4.	The discovery of a dinosaur fossil with wings and feathers connects birds to their ancient ancestors.  _________________________

____	5.	The wings of birds and the flippers of dolphins are vestigial structures. ______________________________

____	6.	When comparing the genomes of two species, the number of differences in their genetic codes can be used to estimate the time since their lineages split.  _________________________

____	7.	In their studies of Galápagos finches, the Grants studied the molecular characteristics of finches from different islands. _________________________

____	8.	Natural selection acting on single-gene traits can lead to changes in allele frequencies. _________________________

____	9.	In a population of snakes with a range of body lengths, if the longest individuals have the highest fitness, disruptive selection is likely to occur. _________________________

____	10.	A dramatic reduction in the size of a population following a natural disaster can lead to change in the population’s gene pool known as the bottleneck effect. _________________________

____	11.	Genetic drift may occur when a small group of individuals colonize a new habitat. _________________________

____	12.	A lack of mutations that introduce new alleles into a population is one condition of genetic variation. _________________________

____	13.	The first prokaryotes evolved in the absence of oxygen. _________________________

____	14.	Mitochondria and chloroplasts divide the same way free-living bacteria do—by mitosis. ________________________________

____	15.	Primates do not need claws for climbing because they can use their fingers and toes to grip tree trunks and branches. _________________________

____	16.	The long, flexible arms of Old World monkeys make them well-suited for living in trees. _________________________

____	17.	Primates that have a bowl-shaped pelvis usually walk on four legs. _________________________

____	18.	A hominine can use both hands to carry an object from one place to another because it does not need its hands for locomotion. ______________________

____	19.	Cro Magnons were an early group of Homo habilis that created elaborate tools from bones and antlers. _______________________

____	20.	Members of the genus Homo used tools. _________________________

Completion
Complete each statement.

	1.	Natural selection occurs when organisms survive in their local environment and produce ____________________.

	2.	Homologous structures are evidence for Darwin’s idea that all life on Earth is connected through _________________________.

	3.	Charles Darwin concluded that the distribution of living and extinct ____________________ around the world could provide evidence of evolution.

	4.	Geologists use  ____________________ to determine a rock layer’s absolute age.

	5.	Structures that have different functions in different species but develop from the same embryonic tissues are called ____________________ structures.

	6.	In studying Galápagos finches, the Grants found that ____________________ can take place frequently and over relatively short periods of time.

	7.	The pattern of natural selection that acts most strongly against gray individuals in a population that ranges from black through gray to white is ____________________ selection.

	8.	When the phenotypes of polygenic traits are represented by a bell curve, the ____________________ of individuals close together on the curve is not very different.

	9.	After a forest fire, a deer population is reduced to one tenth of its original number. By chance, the average deer that remain are larger than the average deer in the original population. This change in the population’s gene pool is known as  _____________________.

	10.	According to the _________________________ principle, allele frequencies in a population can be disturbed by one or more of five conditions.

	11.	When a population is NOT evolving, it is in a situation called _________________________.

	12.	In Stanley Miller and Harold Urey’s experiment, several ____________________________, which are the building blocks of proteins, began to accumulate.

	13.	Earth’s first atmosphere was composed primarily of carbon dioxide, ____________________________,  and water vapor.

	14.	____________________________ may have evolved from photosynthetic prokaryotes that moved into ancient eukaryotic cells.

	15.	The ____________________________ theory proposes that eukaryotic cells arose from living communities of several prokaryotic organisms.

	16.	Primates can display more complex behaviors than many other mammals because their brains have a well-developed _________________________.

	17.	Primates that walk on two feet use _________________________ locomotion.

	18.	Members of the species Homo _________________________ flourished in Europe from 200,000 to about 28,000 to 24,000 years ago.

	19.	The first hominine in the genus Homo was named Homo habilis because evidence indicates that members of the species used _________________________.

	20.	Species of Homo _________________________ found in Java suggest that this species of hominine spread rapidly after leaving Africa.

Short Answer

	1.	Adaptations can be physical traits or they can be behaviors. Give an example of an organism with each type of adaptation, and explain how the adaptation affects the organism’s fitness.

	2.	What is the principle of common descent?
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Figure 16–1

	3.	Many modern whales have a vestigial pelvis and femur, such as is shown in Figure 16–1. What does this evidence suggest about ancestors of modern whales?

	4.	What does the continued presence of vestigial structures like the whale pelvis and femur shown in Figure 16–1 suggest about the impact vestigial structures have on fitness?

	5.	Why did oceans not exist on Earth 4 billion years ago?
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Answer Section

MODIFIED TRUE/FALSE

	1.	ANS:	F, artificial selection

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 458	STA:	SC.912.L.15.13	
MSC:	knowledge

	2.	ANS:	F, common descent

DIF:	L1	REF:	p. 464	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1		
MSC:	knowledge

	3.	ANS:	F, biogeography

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 465	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1		
MSC:	comprehension	

	4.	ANS:	T			DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 467
STA:	SC.912.L.15.1			MSC:	analysis

	5.	ANS:	F, homologous

DIF:	L1	REF:	p. 468	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1		
MSC:	knowledge

	6.	ANS:	T			DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 470
STA:	SC.912.L.15.1			MSC:	comprehension	

	7.	ANS:	F
physical characteristics
phenotype

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 472	STA:	SC.912.N.1.1.6	
MSC:	comprehension	

	8.	ANS:	T			DIF:	L1	REF:	p. 488
STA:	SC.912.L.15.13		MSC:	knowledge

	9.	ANS:	F, directional

DIF:	L3	REF:	p. 489	STA:	SC.912.L.15.13	
MSC:	evaluation

	10.	ANS:	T			DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 490
STA:	SC.912.L.15.14		MSC:	knowledge

	11.	ANS:	T			DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 490
STA:	SC.912.L.15.14		MSC:	application

	12.	ANS:	F, equilibrium

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 491	STA:	SC.912.L.15.12  | SC.912.L.16.2
MSC:	comprehension	

	13.	ANS:	T			DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 555
STA:	SC.912.L.15.8			MSC:	comprehension	

	14.	ANS:	F
binary fission
fission

DIF:	L3	REF:	p. 557	STA:	SC.912.L.14.5		
MSC:	comprehension	

	15.	ANS:	T			DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 765
STA:	SC.912.L.15.7			MSC:	application

	16.	ANS:	F, New World monkeys

DIF:	L1	REF:	p. 767	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1  | SC.912.L.15.4
MSC:	comprehension	

	17.	ANS:	F, two

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 767	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1  | SC.912.L.15.10  | SC.912.L.15.11
MSC:	analysis

	18.	ANS:	T			DIF:	L3	REF:	p. 767
STA:	SC.912.L.15.1  | SC.912.L.15.10  | SC.912.L.15.11	MSC:	application

	19.	ANS:	F, sapiens

DIF:	L1	REF:	p. 772	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1  | SC.912.L.15.10  | SC.912.L.15.11
MSC:	comprehension	

	20.	ANS:	T			DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 772
STA:	SC.912.L.15.1  | SC.912.L.15.10  | SC.912.L.15.11	MSC:	analysis

COMPLETION

	1.	ANS:	
offspring
progeny
descendants

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 463	STA:	SC.912.L.15.13	
MSC:	comprehension	

	2.	ANS:	
common descent
common ancestors

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 464	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1		
MSC:	application

	3.	ANS:	
species
organisms

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 465	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1		
MSC:	comprehension	

	4.	ANS:	
radioactivity
radioactive dating

DIF:	L1	REF:	p. 466	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1		
MSC:	knowledge

	5.	ANS:	homologous

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 468	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1		
MSC:	comprehension	

	6.	ANS:	
natural selection
adaptation

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 472	STA:	SC.912.N.1.1.6	
MSC:	application

	7.	ANS:	disruptive

DIF:	L3	REF:	p. 489	STA:	SC.912.L.15.13	
MSC:	evaluation

	8.	ANS:	
fitness
appearance
phenotype

DIF:	L3	REF:	p. 488	STA:	SC.912.L.15.13	
MSC:	application

	9.	ANS:	the bottleneck effect

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 490	STA:	SC.912.L.15.14	
MSC:	evaluation

	10.	ANS:	Hardy-Weinberg

DIF:	L1	REF:	p. 491	STA:	SC.912.L.15.12  | SC.912.L.16.2
MSC:	knowledge

	11.	ANS:	genetic equilibrium

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 491	STA:	SC.912.L.15.12  | SC.912.L.16.2
MSC:	comprehension	

	12.	ANS:	amino acids

DIF:	L1	REF:	p. 554	STA:	SC.912.L.15.8		
MSC:	analysis

	13.	ANS:	nitrogen

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 553	STA:	SC.912.L.15.8		
MSC:	analysis

	14.	ANS:	Chloroplasts

DIF:	L1	REF:	p. 556	STA:	SC.912.L.14.5		
MSC:	comprehension	

	15.	ANS:	endosymbiotic

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 557	STA:	SC.912.L.14.5		
MSC:	knowledge

	16.	ANS:	
cerebrum
cerebral cortex

DIF:	L1	REF:	p. 765	STA:	SC.912.L.15.7		
MSC:	knowledge

	17.	ANS:	bipedal

DIF:	L1	REF:	p. 767	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1  | SC.912.L.15.10  | SC.912.L.15.11
MSC:	knowledge

	18.	ANS:	neanderthalensis

DIF:	L1	REF:	p. 772	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1  | SC.912.L.15.10  | SC.912.L.15.11
MSC:	knowledge

	19.	ANS:	tools

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 770	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1  | SC.912.L.15.10  | SC.912.L.15.11
MSC:	analysis

	20.	ANS:	erectus

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 771	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1  | SC.912.L.15.10  | SC.912.L.15.11
MSC:	comprehension	

SHORT ANSWER

	1.	ANS:	
Sample answer: A nonpoisonous snake that closely resembles a poisonous species has a physical adaptation that may help to keep predators away. A bird that spreads its wings wide to try to scare away a predator is using an adaptive behavior.

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 463	STA:	SC.912.L.15.13	
MSC:	comprehension	

	2.	ANS:	
All living and extinct species are descended from a common ancestor.

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 464	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1		
MSC:	comprehension	

	3.	ANS:	
Ancestors of modern whales probably had functional legs and lived on land.

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 467	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1		
MSC:	application

	4.	ANS:	
It suggests that there is no disadvantage to fitness associated with the vestigial structures. If there were a disadvantage, then the structures would be selected against and you’d expect them to no longer be present.

DIF:	L2	REF:	p. 469	STA:	SC.912.L.15.1		
MSC:	application

	5.	ANS:	
Oceans did not exist because the surface of Earth was too hot for the presence of liquid water.

DIF:	L1	REF:	p. 553	STA:	SC.912.L.15.8		
MSC:	knowledge

